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ABSTRACT 

An account of the biomedical background of the initiative 
for the European l,ight Ion cancer therapy facility is given. Recent 
advances of the feasibility study of thc various subsystems of thc 
superconducting separated sector cyclotron conccpt are presented. 
Certain alternative conccpts of the facility dcsign are also discussed. 

INTRODUCIION 

Since thc idca of a European cffort in light - ion radioth
erapy has heen proposed in 19R5, thc main ohjectivcs of thc 
EUI.IMA projcct have hecn suhscqucntly refined both in terms of 
biomedical and technical issues. In Novemher 19RR, a workshop 
supported hy the Commission of thc European Communities was 
organized hy the Antoinc I.acassagne Centre in Nicc in order to re
view thc potential values of light ion hcam therapy I). It was con
cluded that there arc hoth hiological (high linear energy tramfer), 
and physical reasons (Bragg pcak) for expecting potcntial henefits of 
this kind of cancer treatment, even more since light ion heams allow 
a more accurate irradiation of the tumor, therchy prcserving the 
surrounding healthy tissue. Clinical trials performed so far indicate 
that there is a clear advantagc of this type of treatment for certain 
tumors types. 

In order to meet the need for such a treatment, thc J<:tlro
pean Commission is in favour of thc implantation in Europe of a 
prototype accelerator, EULlMA, for carhon, oxygen and neon 
hcams of energy up to 400 Mev/nucleon. This facility is cxpected to 
treat 1000 patients per year which implies that four treatment rooms 
with heams that arc delivered hoth horiwntally and vertically should 
he provided. The heam intensity should he compatihlc with a scan
ning hcam delivery, and three dimensional scanning of the tumor 
volume should be possihle as well. A supplementary radiation area 
should he availahle for research and development of new treatment 
methods, including diagnostics and treatment with radioactive beams 
of positron emiters such as I "C, I I C, I '0 and I 9 Ne. 

The proposed ElJl.lMA accelerator should therefore 
produce light - ion heams of suflicicnt energy and intensity to he of 
clinical and hiological relevance. Furthermore, this accelcrator 
should he cost - eflcctive, of compact size and highly reliahle, as its 
pilot role should enahle an assessment of the clinical value of light -
ion therapy and the need for similar installations elsewherc. 

+ On leave from the Boris Kidric Institute, Belgrade, Yugoslavia 

The detailed design study of this facility is presently heing 
carried out by the EUI.lMA feasibility study group hosted by 
CERN. In this report, we present the advances of thc fcasihility 
studies of the current EUI.lMA concept hased on a superconducting 
cyclotron 2) . In particular, attcntion is given to the mechanical 
concept of the cyclotron. Some alternative concepts of the machine 
design are also discussed. 

TilE SEPARATED SECTOR SUPFRCONDlJCTING 
CYCllHRON CONCEPT 

If a compact accelerator of the cyclotron type is to he huilt 
with an energy constant of about 2000 McV, the only via hie solu
tion seems to be a separated sector machine with a single cylindrical 
superconducting excitation coil, contrihuting as much as 50% of the 
necessary average magnetic ficld of about 3 T. 

Aside from mechanical simplicity of having a single cryos
tat, this concept hrings several novelties in the machine desi~!l1 since 
the magnetic field in the valleys plays an important role in deter
mining the machine parameters. The layout of the machine is 
shown in Fig. I, where the four - sector magnet structure wit h a 
single cryostat is visihle. An external source of the FCR type with 
an axial injection system for the stand - alone operation of the ma
chinc, as an alternative to a radial injcction system from an injector 
cyclotwn, is also shown. The main parameters of this machine arc 
given in Tahle I. 

Fig. I. (Jcnerallayout of thc FULIMA accelcrator 
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Table 1 
mJLlMA Main Parameters 

Particle frequency 
Max. energy of oxygen beam 
Number of magnet sectors 
Sector angular width 
Average sector spiral 
Coil internal radius 
Coil external radius 
Coil current density 
Number of R F cavities 
R F frequency 
RF harmonic number 
RF peak voltage 
at extraction 

The Ion Source and the Axial Injection 

17 Mllz 
40() MeV/n 

4 
J5 deg. 

JO deg/m 
2.20 m 
2.60 m 
2650 Alcm 2 

2 
119 Mllz 

7 
200 kV 

It was considered appropriate at the beginning of the fea
sibility study to explore the possibilities of operating Elll,lMA in 
either of the two regimes, i.e. as a stand alone dedicated facility, or 
as a booster cyclotron for an already existing machine with an active 
therapy programme, such as arc those in Nice, I ,ouvain - la - Neuve 
and l.iverpoo1. In the former case, due to its excellent reliability and 
high intensity, an I':!eclron Cyclotron Resonance ion source may be 
used to produce high charge state ions that arc matched to the first 
accelerating orbits in FllLlMA by a suitablc axial injection system. 

The feasibility of injecting a beam from an ECR source 
into ElJLIMA along its axis depends on various tcchnical con
straints, such as the injection energy (given either by a high voltage 
or an R J'()), thc distance from thc dec nose to the eentcr of the 
machine, the maximum energy gain and the inflector type. An ini
tial study has indicated that there should bc no major technical 
problems in designing an axial injection system for mll,1 MA, pro
vidcd that 125 k V can be achieved on the dec tips. Thcrc is enough 
room in thc machine center to locate a "comfortably" si7.ed inflector, 
with an interclectrode distance of the order of I em and width of 2 
cm. In this case, the inflector acccptanee will be much largcr than 
the emittance expected from an FeR sourcc (150 to 200 mm mrad 
at 20 kV). 

An important issue in assessing the feasibility of the axial 
IIlJection is the particlc beam that can be expccted at the exit of 
EULIMA. In cstimating this quantity, a valuc of 0.7 for the trans
mission of the beam to thc outsidc the machine area may be con
sidered as reasonable. In that casc, the tot:ll cfliciency is estimated 
to be at the level of 5 - 10% of the number of particles produced by 
the hCR ion - source. In terms of the number of ions delivered 
outside the machine arca, the axial injection scheme could give 
about 1012 c/IA of carbon, and 5 I()ll e/IA of oxygen he:lm, where 
the initial ion - source currents arc those of the OCTOP! IS source") 

The RI' cavities 

Bcsides the RI' frequency of 119 Mllz and harmonic 7 
operation, the design goals of thc accelerating system arc an acceler
ating voltage of JO() kV/gap and 20() kV/gap at injection and extrac
tion, rcspectively. A solution in the form of two R I' cavities that arc 
located in two opposite vallcys has been investigated. Due to me
chanical reasons the cavities should havc a delta shaped electrode 
that is supported by thc stem which is, to reduce thc power losses, 
as broad as thc clectrode itself. Thus a cavity of the I I I () I reentrant 
waveguidc type is obtained. 

Although the I I 101 cavities have several advantagcs, notably a 
very high () value (= 400(0) and hencc a large energy gall1 for a 
given dissipation, a high hannonic numbcr accelcration (h = 7) has 
to be used if thc cavity is to be reasonably high. lienee, an alterna
tivc solution based on a classical dee and opcrating on sccond har
monic is being examined. We would like to point out however that 
there might bc a certain interest in raising the rcsonant frcquency 
(e.g. to D6 MIIz for h = 8), sincc in that case the" 101 cavity bc
comes smaller, reducing the mcchanical problems connccted to its 
introduction and removal from the vacuum chambcr. 

The Magnet Design 

In our study of the magnet wc considered a four sector 
design with a single superconducting coil. A scctor gap of 50 mm 
and a coil -contribution of thc order of I T in the valleys were as
sumed. Thus, the poles of the magnet may bc considcred as com
plctely saturated. With thcse assumptions, thc coil shape was opti
mized (current density of 2650 A/cm 2

), and scctor angular width and 
spiral anglc which givc satisfactory transversal focusing and iso
chronism (:15 deg and JO dcg/m on thc avcrage) were derivcd. Duc 
to the complexity and great sizc of thc magnct, several approachcs 
to the JI) calculations of thc magnetic ficld werc cmployed. Thesc 
studies arc presented in dctail in rcf (4). A result that should be 
pointed out is that .11) TOSCA calculations, obtained with a magnet 
model shown in Fig.2, are in a quite good agrecment with thc cal
culations based on the saturated iron hypothesis. 

J'ig.2. TOSCA model of thc El IJ.IMA sector magnet 

With the extraction diameter of 1.9 m, a FULIMA scctor 
magnet is 4.J m high with an extcrnal radius of 4.fi() m and weighs 
approximately 155 tons. Thcsc yokc dimcnsions, as discussed below, 
may be considcrcd as a starting point for various concepts of in
crc~sing the mechanical rigidity of the structurc. One should note 
that the top circular plate, in one of the proposed solutions, con
tributes about O. I T to thc valley field, so that the exact sector di
mensions are susceptible to further discussion. 

The Mechanical Dcsign 

Onc of the important issues of thc EliI IMA feasibility 
study is thc choice of the mechanical design of the vacuull1 c1wrnber 
stru~turc. Duc to the si7.e and design of the cryostat, an access to the 
removable parts of the machine (RI' cavities, extraction chmllld" 
diagnostic, prohes,ctc.) is possihle only vC'rtically. I fence, a concept 
of the vacuum chamber consisting of a large cylindrical hody cov
ered by a disk (traversing thc poles of the magnetic sectors) has bcen 
proposed. 
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The total load on this stmcture includes the weight, thc 
atmosphcric pressurc and the magnctic force, which is about an or
der of magnitude greater than the pressure. Due to the large radial 
size of the machine, considerable axial displacements may be ex
pected in the center of the cover. IIence, two possible schemes for 
increasing the rigidity of the machine are presently being cxamined: 

I) a thick iron plate is to be placed on the top of th" magnet, 
forming a secondary yoke which supports the axial and tangential 
forces acting on the sector magnets. Thc height betwecn thc plate 
and thc vacuum chamber should be suflicicnt for access to the in
ternal machine components through large flangcs in the valleys. 
Consequently, the magnetic structure need not be lifted for machine 
servicing. 

2) all forces and moments are to be transmitted to an external 
structure, e.g. the concrete shielding. In this case, thc upper part of 
the machine must be removed for access to the machine interior. 

In order to quantitatively compare the two concepts a se
ries of calculations using 3D finite - clement stmctural package 
ANSYS were performed. The basic model of l/R of the machine 
(covering 90 deg in a helical shape) is constituted by the pole piece, 
the vacuum chamber cover and the horizontal and vertical yoke. All 
parts of the model are meshed with R -node brick clements with 3 
degrees of freedom per node. Adequate boundary conditions (all 
d.o.f equal to zero in the median plane, couplcd d.o.f. at {/ and 
(/ + 90, and axial defonnations only on machine I. - axis) werc re
spected throughout the calculations. In the idealistic case that the 
iron yoke is a single piece, the maximum deflection under the 
weight, preassure and magnetic forces is O.nR mm at the pole face 
edge, and may be considered as a limiting value for a stand - alone 
structure. Modeling the yoke as being assembled from different parts 
(e.g. 50 em thick plates) that arc separated by a thin layer of materi
al of zero shear modulus, and representing the fixations by coupling 
the corresponding nodes, a value of 1.3 mm for the maximum de
flection is obtained. It appears, therefore, that the means of fixing 
different magnet parts is very important for the rigidity of the struc
ture, which certainly has to be reinforced. 

Fig.3. ANSYS model of the structurc with a top plate 

For these purposes, the model of Fig.3. was introduced, a 
solution in which it is possible to manipulate with the R I' cavities 
and other equipment inside the vacuum chamber without lifting the 
horizontal yoke. For these reasons, the yoke is slightly higher than is 
otherwise needed for magnetic field design. The axial displacements 
along the pole axis and the axis of the top plate arc shown in l'ig.4 
and 5., and reach maximum values of O.R4 and O.n2 mm respective
ly. The equivalent Von Mises stresses arc 7.n and 5.4 kg/mm'. 
These figures should be compared to 0.45 and (1..1 I mm in idealized 
case when the whole structure above the chamhcr covcr is consid
ered as a single piece. 

o 1.0 2.0 

rig.4. Axial displacement (Uz x 10- 4 m) of the structure along 
the axis that passes through the azimuthal median of the pole face 
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Fig.5. Displacement (Uz x10- 4 m) along the median axis 
at the level of the top plate 

It may be thus concluded that the top cover plate, while 
adding about 20 tons to the l/R of the machine, docs not suflice in 
providing adequate rigidity of the structure. This solution, however, 
has the virtue that it naturally compensates the large torsional forces 
due to the spiral magnet shape, which could thus be increased, if 
necessary. 

In the second concept, the sectors arc linked to the shield
ing beams with rods, so that the displacements arc compensated by 
a system of hydraulic jacks. In order to get an idea of the necessary 
number of rods and of their size, the vertical displacements at the 
anchor points in the model were forced to be zero. A total reaction 
force of 3.5 MN was found, with a maximum of (Ui MN close to 
the pole radius of 2.1 m, giving a rod diameter of around 10 cm 
(tensile stress of 10 kg/mm 2 ). The corresponding deflection of the 
pole face is very suitably o.OS mm, as shown in Fig.h. lIowever, be
sides the axial reaction, azimuthal forces as large as 0.02 M Narc 
acting at the anchor points, so that torsional compensation must be 
foreseen. 
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hg.6. Displacement (lIz xlO- s m) along pole face axes 
for the rod suspended structure 

om 

A spacer hetween the pole faces can, of course, also he 
considered. A reaction force of 0.9 MN is ohtained when no verti
cal displacement of the pole face ncar the z-axis is imposed. The 
corresponding maximum displacement is 0.25 mm at 1.0 m radius. 
In order to have the stress in the spacer only solution helow 10 kg/ 
mm 2

, it should he at least 10 cm long, which is quite unacceptahle. 

In finally evaluating the proposed solutions, it must he 
kept in mind that the passive rigidity of the first concept is more 
appropriate for a hospital environment than an active system 
coupled to the huilding structure. In any case, either of these con
cepts need further elahoration, since none is hy itself completely 
satisfactory . 

Ream extraction studies 

Initial calculations of the extraction system assumed a sin
gle electrostatic deflector 4R deg. long located in the sector valley 
An electrode gap varying hetween 4mm and R mm at deflcctor en
trance and exit, respectively, and a maximum electric field of 150 
kV/cm at the deflector entrance, were assumed. The orhit separation 
of a 400 MeV/n 16 0 heam was calculated until the limits of the 
magnetic field were reached, or a full turn completed. As expected, 
the maximum orhit separation was ohtained 90 deg. downstream 
from the center of the deflector, and its value slightly lower than RO 
mm was not sufficient to ohtain clean extraction. 

Since a similar deflector cannot he placed in the down
stream valley hecause of the RF cavity, a solution consisting of a 
shorter deflector placed inside the magnet gap was proposed. Thus, 
a second electrostatic deflector 30 deg. long, with similar electrode 
geometry as the main deflector, was placed inside the magnet scc
tor. The vertical gap hetween the magnetic poles heing only 5 cm, 
the electric field in the second deflector was limited to 70 kV /cm. 
This deflector alone produces the orhit separation of 6 mm at the 
entrance of the second deflector, and a maximum orhit separation of 
35 mm. IIowever, this scheme as a whole radically improvcs the or
bit separation, since the turn separation increases to 130 mm after 
the heam has passed 30 dcg. downstream of the second deflcctor 
where the particles exit from the magnetic field map. 

In considering the feasihility of this design, we recall that 
similar deflectors have heen developed and successfully used in the 
extraction of high intensity heams in the 600 MeV cyclotron at PSI. 
The septum consists of tungsten or molyhdenum strips ahout 50 
microns thick and 3 nun wide which are stretched hy springs. Due 
to the large vertical space availahle (1.20 meters), LSJ)2 could he 
realized in a technology similar to that employed for the CERN 
long electrostatic deflectors which usc septum made of wircs. 

ALTLRNATIVE CONCEPTS 

Synchrotron 

Several high energy light ion medical projects based on 
classical synchrotrons, have heen proposed recently (IIIMAC, 
I,IRRA). llence a first approach to such a solution has ht'en initiat
ed in collahoration with the LEA R group at CLR N. Preliminary 
considerations show that a reduced I J~AR type (square) synchro
tron could he a realistic solution provided that some more focusing 
is added to its present structure. Nevertheless, due to the required 
space for the extraction the size of the machine cannot be kept 
smaller than a square of ahout 15 meters side. Furthermore, a 
costly injector system is needed, usually composed of an R I '0 sec
tion followed hy an Alvarez type linac giving an output energy of 
several Mev/nucleon. Thus a large and expensive huilding is required 
(for example, the huilding costs in the LIBRA project arc as high as 
is the cost of the accelerator). Despite this disadvantage, classical 
synchrotrons permit an easy energy variation, which may he desira
hIe for hetter treatment planning. 

Compact superconducting Cyclotron 

At the Michigan state University, II. Blosser is presently 
exploring the possihility of using a compact superconducting cyclo
tron with a closed yoke, similar to the K500 and KROO machincs, as 
a basis for a medical accelerator of similar performance as 
Elll,IMA. A magnet with an external diameter of 5.4 m and 
weighting approximately 550 tons has heen proposed. Although in 
this kind of machine heam extraction can he expected to he quite 
tedious and, due to lower energy gain and higher magnetic field, 
certainly more difficult than in a separated sector design, this alter
native seems to he worth considering, as it may he considered as an 
extrapolation of existing technology. 

CONCI,llSIONS 

The feasihility study of the LUI.IMA accelerator per
formed in the past two years concentrated on sen,ral importa!]t is
sues of hiomedical and physical hasis of the project. It has heen 
shown that a supcrconducting separated sector cyclotron, while flll
filing the hasie requirements for the reference oxygen heam ('Jlergy of 
400 MeV /n and extracted heam intensity of 10 ' 2 pps, can lead to a 
compact, cost - effective and overall technically feasihle design. 
Nevertheless, other technical solutions need to he considered and 
their relative merits evaluated. 
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